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A differentiable semigroup is a topological semigroup (S, *) in which S is a 
differentiable manifold based on a Banach space and the associative multiplication 
function * is continuous differentiable. If e is an idempotent element of such a semi- 
group we show that the component C of e in the set of idempotent elements of S 
is a differentiable submanifold. Moreover, there is a neighborhood U of C so that 
each x in U commutes with exactly one nearby member of C. $ 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
BACKGROUND 
This is a continuation of the study of semigroups with differentiable 
multiplication begun in [&lo]. These papers contain the development of 
a theory of the structure of such semigroups near an idempotent element 
e of the semigroup. 
A semigroup (S, *) consists of a set S together with an associative 
function * from S )( S into S. The semigroup (S, *) is differentiable 
provided that S is in addition a differentiable manifold based upon some 
Banach space X and the multiplication function * is C’. Examples of such 
objects arise as Lie groups, the multiplicative structure of an associative 
algebra with continuous multiplication, or the semigroup of continuous 
homomorphisms of a general nonassociative algebra. 
First we collect results from [6-lo] which will be used in the sequel. The 
basic theorem is the following from [6, 91. We usually denote x * y by xy. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose S is a C’ manifold and f is a C’ retraction from an 
open set of S into S (ff = f ). Each component of the image off is a C’ 
submanlfold of S and for each x in the image off there is an open set U 
containing x and a C’ retraction g with domain U and image the intersection 
of U with f -‘( {x}). A4 oreover, U can be chosen so that f >( g is a C’ 
homeomorphism of U onto f(U) > < g(U). 
An element e of S is idempotent provided that ee = e. Denote by E(S) 
the collection of all idempotent elements of S. If e is in E(S) let P be 
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defined on S by P(x) = exe. By Theorem 1 the image of P is a local C’ 
semigroup with identity element. That such an object is a local Lie group 
has been observed by many, for example Birkhof [2]. These two observa- 
tions form the basis of an argument for the following theorem from [6]. 
THEOREM 2. If e is in E(S) then the maximal subgroup, H(e), of S, which 
contains e is a Lie group and is an open subset of the image of the C’ 
retraction P. 
Suppose e is an idempotent in the differentiable semigroup (S, *). From- 
Theorem 2 we know that S’ = P- ‘(H(e)) is open. The following equations 
define retractions on the open set s’: 
L(x) = x * inv( P(x), e); 
R(x) = inv( P( x), e) * x; 
M(x) = x * R(x) = L(x) * x = L(x) * P(x) * R(x). 
Here, inv(z, e) denotes the inverse of z in the group H(e). The next theorem 
summarizes results from [7, 81 concerning L, R, and M. The topological 
parts of the conclusion follow basically from Theorems 1 and 2. The rest 
of the conclusions have algebraic arguments. 
THEOREM 3. The following statements hold for L, R, and M. 
(a) Each of L, R, and M is a C’ retraction on S’. 
(b) If each of x and y is in s’ then L(x) * L(y)= L(x) and 
R(x) * R(y) = R(y) so each of im(R) and im( L) is a differentiable sub- 
semigroup of S and each member of im(L) or im(R) is an idempotent. 
(c) Zf each of 1 and I’ is in im(L) then I* H(1’) = H(f). The function 
which sends g in H(1’) to lg in H(1) is an isomorphism. 
(d) If each of r and r’ is in im(R) then H(r’) * r = H(r). The function 
which sends g in H(r’) to gr in H(r) is an isomorphism. 
(e) The sets im(L) * H(e) and H(e) * im(R) are dzfferentiuble 
subsemigroups of S which are dtfferentiably isomorphic with the product 
semigroups im(L) )( H(e) and H(e) >( im(R), respectively. The functions 
which send (1, g) to I* g and (g, r) to g * r, respectively, are reversibly 
differentiable isomorphisms. 
(f) The set Se n S’ is equal to im(L) * H(e). The set eSn S’ is equal 
to H(e) * im(R). The image of M is im(L) * H(e) * im(R) which is 
homeomorphic with the product im(L) > ( H(e) > ( im( R) under the reversibly 
C’ homeomorphism which sends (1, g, r) to I * g * r. 
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(g) Finally, if A and B are subsets of im(L) and im(R), respectively, 
so that B * A is contained in H(e) then the set A * H(e) * B is a (Rees 
product) differentiable subsemigroup of S. 
Three subsemigroups associated with an idempotent e of S are 
S,= {x: xe is in H(e)); 
.S={x:exisinH(e)f; 
and 
T(e)= {x:ex=xeisin H(e)}. 
For instance, if each of x and y is in S, then xye = x(eye) is the product 
of two members of H(e) so xy is in H(e). The next results are from [lo]. 
They show that im(L) * H(e) and H(e) * im( R) are the images of C’ retrac- 
tions whose domains are open sets of S. The retraction onto im(L) * H(e) 
maps the part of the S, subsemigroup near the image of the retraction onto 
H(t). A similar statement holds for the retraction onto H(e) * im(R) and 
the ,S subsemigroups. It follows that the S,‘s and ,S’s till up open sets 
of s. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose (S, *) is a differentiable semigroup, e is an idem- 
potent of S, and L is as in Theorem 3. There is an open set 0 containing 
im(L) * H(e) so that there is a unique continuous function G from 0 onto 
im(L) * H(e) satisfying x * L(G(x)) = G(x). For each x in dam(G) we have 
G(x) is in H(L(G(x))). The function G is a C1 retraction. 
COROLLARY 5. The function @ defined on 0 by Q(x) = L(G(x)) is u 
C’ retraction onto im(L). Moreover, there is an open set U containing 
im(L)* H(e) so that P’({l>)n U=S,n U,for each 1 in im(L). 
THEOREM 6. Suppose (S, *) is a differentiable semigroup, e is an idem- 
potent of S, and R is as in Theorem 3. There is an open set 0’ containing 
H(e) * im(R) so that there is a unique continuous function J from 0’ onto 
H(e) * im(R) satisfying R(J(x)) * x= J(x). For each x in dam(J) we have 
J(x) is in H(R(J(x))). The function J is a C’ retraction. 
COROLLARY 7. The function 8 defined on 0’ by e(x) = R(J(x)) is a C” 
retraction. Moreover, there is an open set V containing H(e) * im(R) so that 
B-‘({r))n V=,Sn Vfor each r in im(R). 
Use Theorem 1 and Corollary 5 to justify the claim that the S,‘s fill up 
a neighborhood of e in S and, near e, are all mutually disjoint near im(G) 
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and locally homeomorphic. Use Theorem 1 and Corollary 7 to obtain the 
corresponding statement for the ,S’s. 
From Theorem 3 it is apparent that im(L) * H(e) is an open sub- 
semigroup of the left ideal and differentiable subsemigroup Se. Similarly 
Z-L(e) * im(R) is an open subsemigroup of the right ideal eS. Theorem 8 
from [lo] shows that im(L) * H(e), H(e) * im(R), and im(M) are local 
left-, right-, and two-sided ideals, respectively. 
THEOREM 8. There is a open set U of S containing e and open sets A and 
B of im(L) and im(R), respectively, containing e so that if x is in U, y is in 
A * H(e), and z is in H(e) * B then x * y is in im(L) * H(e) and z * x is in 
H(e) * im( R). Moreover, if x is in U and y is in the open set A * H(e) * B 
of im(M) then each of xy and yx is in im( M). 
MAIN RESULTS 
We now show that the components of E(S) are C’ submanifolds of S. 
Our attack is to show that, for a given idempotent e, the idempotents in 
im(M) form a submanifold and that they fill up a neighborhood of e in 
E(S). 
If x is in T(e) then both ex and xe are in H(e). Thus x is in .Sn S,. On 
the other hand, if x is in both .S and S, then (ex)e = ex and e(xe) =xe, 
so ex =xe = exe. Thus, x is in T(e). Thus, for each idempotent e in S we 
have T(e) = .S n S,. Since T(e) is the intersection of two subsemigroups of 
S, T(e) is a subsemigroup of S. We now see that these semigroups are 
differentiable, fill a neighborhood of e, and near e are locally mutually 
homeomorphic and locally mutually disjoint. 
THEOREM 9. There is an open set U of S containing e and a C’ retraction 
Q from U onto im(M) n U n E(S) so that for each x in U we have, x is in 
T(O(x)). Moreover, the intersection of T(Q(x)) with U is homeomorphic 
with T(e) n U for each x in U and U is homeomorphic with 
(T(e) n u) >< im(f2). 
Proof: Let @ and 8 be as in Corollaries 5 and 7. Note that 0(x) * G(x) 
is in im(P) for each x. Thus, using Theorem 2, the fact that G(e) = e = 0(e), 
and continuity of @ and 8 choose U’ open and containing e so that 
0(x) * Q(x) is in H(e) for each x in U’. Using Theorem 8 and continuity of 
multiplication choose U’ in addition so that U’ * (U’n im(M)) and 
(U’nim(M)) * U’ are contained in im(M). Now define D on U’ by the 
equation 
Q(x) = CD(x) * inv(&x) * Q(x), e) * 0(x). 
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It is clear that D(x) is in E(S) and is in im(L) * H(e) * im(R) = im(M) 
for each x in II’. Since 52 is a combination of C’ functions, Q is C’. To see 
that Q is a retraction let I= Q(x), r = 0(x), and e’ = Q(x). Suppose Q(x) is 
in U’ and note that e’ = I * inv(rl, e) * r so 
L(e’) = e’ * inv(el * inv(rl, e) *re, e) 
= e’ * inv(inv(rl, e), e) 
= e’rl 
= (I * inv(rf, e) * r) * t-1 
= le = 1. 
Similarly, R(SZ(x)) = r so it follows that Q(sZ(x)) =Q(x). Applying 
Theorem 1 to D we see that there is an open set U of S containing e which 
is homeomorphic with the product of im(Q) and 52 -‘({et). It remains to 
see that point inverses under Q are intersections of T(e’)‘s with U. 
Suppose as before that Q(x) = e’ = I * inv(rl, e) * r. Note that le’ = e’ and 
e’l = I * inv(rl, e) * rl = fe = 1. Similarly, re’ = r and e’r = e’. It follows from 
Theorem 3(c, d) applied to e’ that r * H(e’) = H(r), e’ * H(r) = H(e’), 
H(1) * e’ = H(e’), and H(e’) * l= H(f). 
From Corollaries 5 and 7, x is in ,Sn S,. Note that e’x = e’rx is in 
e’ * H(r) = H(e’) since x is in ,S. Similarly, xe’ is in H(e’) so .,S n S,., 
contains ,S n S,. Suppose on the other hand that xe’ and e’x are in H(e’). 
Then xl= xe’l is in H(e’) * I= H(I) and similarly rx is in H(r). Thus, 
S,n ,S = .,S n S,. = T(e’). This shows that the T(e’)‘s fill up U’ since both 
the ,S’s and the S,‘s do and that 52 ~ ‘( (e’ } ) is T(e’) n U. This completes a 
proof of Theorem 9. 
We refer to the following note in our concluding remarks. If follows from 
applying Theorem 3(d) to e’ as in the proof of Theorem 9. 
Note 10. If s2 is as in Theorem 9 then H(e) is isomorphic with H(e’) for 
each e’ in im(Q). 
We now show that the component of E(S) which contains e is a sub- 
manifold of S and consists near e of exactly the idempotents in im(M). This 
enables us to extend the definition of 52 to an open set containing the 
component of e in E(S) and to make a more natural definition of Q. 
THEOREM 11. Zf e is in E(S) then the component of e in E(S) is a 
&manifold of S which is locally homeomorphic with im(Q). 
We proceed to a proof of this theorem through a sequence of lemmas. 
The first is a version of the inverse function theorem which is suggested by 
results in [5]. 
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LEMMA 12. Suppose X is a Banach space, D is an open set of X 
containing x, and f is a function from D into X. Suppose furthermore that 
O<c<$ and d>O is such that if ((x--z(( <d and ((x-y/ <d then each of 
y and z is in D and 
If(Y)-f(z)-(Y-z)11 Gc IIY-4. 
Let U and W be the balls of radius d and d/4, respectively, centered at x and 
V be the ball of radius d/2 centered at f(x). Then f is one to one on U, f 
maps U onto V, g = (f 1 U) - ’ maps V onto W, and if each of y and z is in 
V then 
IIg(Y)-g(z)-(Y-z)ll G2c IIY-Al. 
ProoJ: First, f is one to one on U since if each of y and z is in U and 
f(y) = f (z) we have by hypothesis that 
llv-Al= if(Y)-f(z)-(Y-z)ll Gc IIY-41 so y=z. 
Suppose y is in V. Define a sequence z by z(0) =x and if z(k) is in U let 
z(k + 1) = z(k) - f ((z(k)) + y. If z(n) is defined and is in U note that 
M + 1) - z(n)ll 
= Ilf (z(n)) -fMn - 1)) - (z(n) - z(n - 1 ))II 
G (5) IL+) - 4n - 1)ll 
so, by induction 
llz(b + 1) - 4nNl 
G (3” 1141) - z(O)ll 
= w IIY -f (XNI 
< ($,” (d/2). 
Hence, Ilz(n + 1) --x/I < 2(d/2) so z(n + 1) is in U and z(k) is defined 
for all k exceeding 0. Moreover, the same argument shows that 
Ilz(n + k) -z(n)11 6 ($kd so z is Cauchy and hence converges to a w in U. 
By continuity off we see that f(w) = y. Thus f maps U onto V. 
Let g = (f 1 U) ~’ and suppose each of y and z is in V. Note 
IIdY) - g(z) - (Y - z)ll 
= IlAY) -g(z) - (f MY)) -f Mz)))ll 
Q c IIdY) - s(zNl, 
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so since cd 4 we have by the triangle inequality that II g(y) - g(z)11 d
2 I1y-zII and hence that lig(y)-g(z)-(y-z)\1 62clly--z/l. Recalling 
that 2c < $ and minicking the proof that f maps onto I/ we see that g maps 
V onto W. Thus we have a proof of Lemma 12. 
The next lemma is similar to results in [2, 51. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose X is a Banach space and D is an open set qf X 
containing 0. Suppose furthermore that V is a continuous associative function 
from D ) ( D into X satisfying V(0, x) = V(x, 0) = x for each x in D. Suppose 
finally that d > 0 is so that if each of x, y, z, and w has norm not exceeding 
d then 
Then if llxll <d/2 there is a unique z with l/z// 62 I/x// so that V(x, z)= 
V(z, x) = 0. 
Proof Suppose llxll d d/2 and define a sequence y via y(0) = 0, and if 
y(k) has been defined and II y(k)\1 d d let y(k + 1) = y(k) - V(x, y(k)). Note 
that if y(n) is defined and II y(n)11 6 d then 
II An + 1) - Y(n)ll 
= II Vk y(n))ll 
= II V(x, y(n)) - V(x, Y(n - 1)) - (y(n) - Y(n - 1 ))I1 
G(t) IIY(n)-y(n- 1)ll. 
Thus we are in the same position with the y sequence as we were with the 
z sequence in the proof of Lemma 12. The same type argument shows that 
the y sequence has limit z which, by continuity of V, must satisfy 
V(x, z) = 0 and, by construction, has norm not exceeding 2 IIxli. A similar 
argument constructs a left inverse and associativity implies this left inverse 
is also z. 
If V is a local semigroup multiplication and e is such that V(e, e) = e 
then we say x is invertible relative e provided that V(e, x) = V(x, e) = x and 
there is a y so that V(e, y) = V(y, e) = y and V(x, y) = V(y, x) = e. 
Theorem 2 says that if x is near e and in im(P) then x is invertible relative 
e. The next lemma shows that “how near” can be chosen uniformly over 
nearby idempotents. 
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LEMMA 14. Suppose X is a Banach space, D is an open set of X 
containing 0, and V is a C’ associative function from D ) ( D into X satisfying 
V(0, 0) = 0. There is a d’> 0 so that if e is in D, V(e, e) = e, l/ell <d’, and 
[lx-elj dd’ then V(e, V(x, e)) is invertible relative e. 
ProoJ: Choose D’ open and containing 0 so that V(D’ )( D’) is 
contained in D. Define h on D’ )( D’ )( D’ by 
0, Y, z) = V(x, V(Y, ~1). 
Regard X ) ( X and X ) ( X ) ( X as linear spaces in the usual way and 
regard them as Banach spaces under the maximum coordinate norm. 
Choose M > 1 so that if c > 0 we can choose d > 0 so that if each of p, q, 
and r is in X )( X ) ( X and each has norm not exceeding 2d then each 
of p, q, and r is in dam(h), 
V(p) -h(q) - h’(r)(p - q)ll< c II P - 41 and llh’(r)ll GM 
and so that if each of p, q, and r is in X )( X and each has norm not 
exceeding 2d then each of p, q, and r is in dom( V), 
IIVP)- V(q)- V’(r)(p-q)ll Gc lp-411 and II V’(r)11 GM. 
The ability to choose M this way follows from continuity of the 
derivatives of h and V. For instance, choose M = Ilh’(O)ll + 1 and choose d 
so that for each of p and q in dam(h) and each within 2d of 0 we have 
)I h’( p) - h’(q)/1 < min{ c, 1). Note that for p, q, and r as above we have 








Ilh’(r)ll < Ilh’(O)ll + Ilh’(t) - h’(O)11 GM. 
Suppose O<c<min{$M,i(SM+5)) and choose such a d>O. From 
this point on in this proof of Lemma 14 we assume that each coordinate of 
each point mentioned has norm not exceeding 2d. Suppose Ile(( <d and 
V(e, e) =e. Define p by p(x)=h(e, x, e). Note that p(p(x))=p(x) when- 
ever each of x and p(x) is in dam(p). In particular, p(p(e)) = p(e) = e. It 
follows from the chain rule that p’(e) p’(e)=p’(e). Thus, Y=im(p’(e)) is 
a closed subspace of X and has a complementary closed subspace. Define 
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the function f on U= {x in Y: ((x(1 <d} by f(x) = p’(e)(p(x+ e)-e). 
Note that if each of x and y is in dam(f) then 
IIf -f(Y) - (x -Y)ll 
= II p’(e)(p(x + e) - e) - p’(e)(Ay + xl -e) - p’(e)(x - Y)II 
d A4 IMe, x + e, e) - h(e, y + e, e) - h’(e, e, e)(O, x - y, 0)ll 
d MC I/x - y/I. 
Since MC < a we have by Lemma 12 that f maps U one to one onto an 
open set of Y containing the ball of radius d/2 centered at 0 and (fl U))’ 
maps this ball onto the ball of radius d/4 centered at 0. Define g on U into 
im(p) by g(x) = P(X + e). 
Suppose x and y are in im( p) n dom( p). Then 
lb - Y - p’(e)(x - YN 
= II p(x) - p(y) - p’(e)(.x - v)ll 
d c lb - YIL 
so, since c 6 i, (i) J/x-y)) ,< /p’(e)(x - y))/. Thus, p’(e) is one to one on 
im( p) n dom( p). 
Since f is one to one on U we have that g is one to one on U. If z is 
in im( p) and /(z - e(( < d/2M then (( p’(e)(z - e)ll ,< d/2 so there is a unique 
w in U so that ,f(w) = p’(e)(z -e) = p’(e)( g(w) - e). But, if each of x and 
y is in U then 
IIdx)-g(Y)-(x-Y)ll 
= IIP(x+e)-p(y+e)-p’(e)((x+e)-(y+e))ll 
G c lb - Yll. 
It follows that I/g(x) - g(y)// ~2 ((x- y(( and hence that if w is in U then 
IIg(w)-e\l= \lg(w)-g(O)ll<2 llwll d2d. Henceg(w) is in im(p)ndom(p). 
Thus g(w) = z and we have that g maps U onto 
W= {xinim(p): I/x-ell <d/Z&f}. 
Since g is one to one on U we may define r on g(U) onto U by 
g(r(x)) =x. Note that if each of x and y is in g(U) then 
Ilr(x) - r(Y) - (x- YNI 
= II p’(e)W) - r(y)) - (g(r(x)) -dr(Y)))ll 
= IlNe, r(x), e) - Me, r(Y), e) - h’(e, e, e)(r(x) - r(Y))II 
d c Ilr(x) - r(Y)II. 
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Thus, since c < $, we have Ilr(x)-r(y)11 <2 11x- yl( and g is a 
homeomorphism from U onto g(U). Moreover, for each of x and y in g(V) 
we have Ilrtx) - r(y) - (x - y)II < 2c llx - yll. 
Note that if each of x and y is in X and has norm not exceeding 2d then 
II W, y) - 4 = II W, Y) - Ve, e)ll 
G c Ilb - e, Y - e)ll + II VO, 0)(x - e, y - e)ll 
<2M 11(x-e, y-e)ll. 
Hence, if each of x and y is in Y and has norm not exceeding d/8M2 then 
II V( g(x), g(y)) - ell < d/2M so y( V(g(x), g(v))) exists. Thus, the equation 
m(x, v) = r( V(g(x), g(y))) defines an associative function m on B )( B if 
B= (x in Y: I/XII d d/8M2}. 
Now, if each of x, y, z, and w is in B then, using the triangle inequality 
and the fact that for x in U we have V(e, g(x)) = V(g(x), e) = g(x), we see 
that 
Ilmk y)--k w)-(x--z)-((Y-w)ll 
G IId Vg(x), dY)))-d cdz), g(w)))-( m(x), g(v))- V&)9 g(w)))ll 
+ II U&h g(y)) - Vdx), g(w)) - Ue, e)(O, g(y) -g(w))11 
+ II V&h g(w)) - J%(z), g(w)) - V’(e, e)(k(x) -g(z), O))ll 
+ II V’(e, e)(O, g(y) -g(w)) - (Ue, g(y)) - Ve, g(w))Nl 
+ II V’(e, e)(s(x) -g(z), 0) - (Vdx), e) - Ugtz), e))ll 
+ IIg(~)-dz)-(~-z)ll 
+ lib+)- g(z)- (x-z)lI. 
Then, using the estimates we have developed above we see that the right- 
hand side of the above inequality is exceeded by 
22 II e(x), k!(Y)) - sky s(w))ll + c Ilg(v)-s(w)ll + c II&) - ‘!dz)ll 
+x II&Y)-dw)ll +c II&-&)I/ +c I/~---z/I +c IIY-wll 
G2c2M II( g(z)* g(Y)-g(w))ll + Wllx-4 + llv-wll) 
~wf+5)c(llx-4l+ llv-4). 
Thus, since (8M + 5)~ < 4 we have by Lemma 13, each x in B is invertible 
in the local group determined by m. This implies that each member of g(B) 
is invertible relative to e. But, just as g maps U onto W we see that g 
maps B onto 
(xinim(p): I/x-ell <d/16M3). 
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If x is in X and within d/32M3 of e then p(x) is within d/16M3 of e so p(x) 
is invertible relative e. Thus, a choice of dc’ = d/32m3 satisfies the conclu- 
sion of Lemma 14. 
We are now ready to give an argument for Theorem 11. By Lemma 14, 
we may choose a neighborhood U of e in S so that if e’ is an idempotent 
in U and x is in U then e’xe’ is in H(e’). By Theorem 9, U may be also 
chosen so that if x is in U there is an idempotent f in im(M) n U so that 
.xf=fx is in H(f). 
Choose U with these properties and suppose e’ is an idempotent in U. 
Choose idempotent f in im(M) n U so that e’j’=fe’ is in H(f). Since e’j 
is idempotent and in H(f) we have e’f = f: But, e'f = e'fe' is also an idem- 
potent in H(e’) so e’f = e’. Thus e’ = f is in im(Q). Hence we may conclude 
that 52 maps a neighborhood of e in S onto a neighborhood of e in E(S). 
The same argument may be applied to each element of the component C 
of e in E(S). 
Hence, for each x in C, we may choose an open set U of S containing 
x SO that if y is in U there is a unique z in C n U so that yz = zy is in H(z). 
The element z of C is picked out by a C’ function analogous to Q 
constructed by applying Theorem 10 to x. It follows that there is an open 
set W of S containing C and a C’ retraction f defined on W onto C 
satisfying x is in T(T(x)) for each x in W. By Theorem 1 the image of 1 
is a C’ submanifold of S. Since f is an extension of Q we have the image 
of r as locally homeomorphic with im(Q). This concludes an argument for 
Theorem 11. 
CONCLUSION 
Theorems 9 and 11 provide tools for the beginning of an understanding 
of the structure of S near E(S). They show that each component of E(S) 
is a submanifold and is contained in an open set of S which is contained 
in the union of a collection of subsemigroups each member of which is 
similar in some sense to each other member. 
An example of a differentiable semigroup occurs when S is the Banach 
space of continuous linear operators on a Banach space Y and * is com- 
position. In what follows we refer to this as the linear case. 
Many questions remain. Are the semigroups T(e) and T(e’) isomorphic 
or locally isomorphic for e and e’ in the same component of E(S)? The 
answer is yes in the linear case. How do these subsemigroups fit together 
algebraically near e? 
If S has an identity element 1 then by Theorem 3 we know that H( 1) is 
an open subset of S and is a Lie group. For each e in E(S) we know that 
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T(e) contains 1. Hence, the common part of T(e) and H(1) is a subgroup 
G, of H( 1). Is this a Lie subgroup of H( 1 )? The function which sends x to 
xe is a homomorphism from G, to H(e). Is it onto? The answer to both of 
these is yes in the linear case. If it is yes in general then this would restrict 
the possibilities for H(e) to be a quotient of a subgroup of H( 1). 
In the finite dimensional inear case, there is one component of E(S) for 
each possibility for the dimension of the image of a member of E(S). How 
does one count the components of E(S) in general or in the general inear 
case? 
In the linear case, if e is in E(S) and im(e) is one dimensional then by 
Note 10 we have that each e’ in the component C of e in E(S) has one 
dimensional image. For such an e we have that H(e) consists of the non- 
zero multiples of e. Hence Theorem 9 applied to C says that there is an 
open set U containing C so that for each x in U there is a splitting of 
dam(x) into the direct sum of two closed invariant subspaces of x. One of 
these is the one dimensional image of T(x) and the other is ker(r(x)). 
Thus, each x in U has an eigenvalue. The eigenvalues and corresponding 
eigenvectors are picked out in a C’ way (essentially by r). This specializa- 
tion of Theorem 9 is related to what is termed in [4, p. 5871 a perturbation 
theorem. 
For a general nonzero and non-identity idempotent and its component 
C, Theorem 9 guarantees there is an open set U containing C so that each 
member of U has a nontrivial invariant subspace. In [l] it is shown that 
if a Hilbert space operator is within $ of a nontrivial orthogonal projection 
then it has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace. 
Finally, Zemanek in [ 111 has shown that the component C of e in E(S) 
in a Banach algebra with identity element is covered by the elements ueu-’ 
as u ranges over the component of 1 in H( 1). It follows, as pointed out in 
[ll], that C is arcwise connected in this case. This is also a corollary of 
Theorem 11. 
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